Willow:

Introduction
Out of all the mythical creatures of the sea, a siren is one of the most well-known.
They are a creature from greek mythology and are known famously for singing
their siren songs and luring people on boats down into the ocean. Scientists have
researched these creatures for years and found underwater cities and even siren
skeletons. There may not be many believers but these devilish water creatures
are real.

Harry:

Introduction
Unicorns are most famous for their magic beautiful and sharp horns but it has
never been seen. People claimed to see it but never took a photo.
Habitat
Unicorns are arboreals but go to the field to get food. Unicorns also are
indigenous to England. Some little unicorns live in rainforests beside the
waterfalls in Australia and the old unicorns at the top of mountains in
America…….

Ryan:

Diet
Dragons need a huge quantity of food. Their favourite food is a pack of
werewolves, but plants are poisonous to them. They drink lava (so they can
breathe fire) but when it’s too hot they drink ice cold water from only the
Antarctica’s water. Fortunately dragons don’t like humans because their bones
are too hard.

Toby:

Young
Moth Man is immortal and does not bear children. Moth Man came about when
an evolved moth came out of a cave drawn by the light and landed upon a
human’s skin. He turned into Moth Man.
Moth Man does not bear young but every thousand years Moth Man dies and
another evolved moth emerges from the cave and the cycle goes on forever.
Every time a evolved moth emerges, it has involved a little bit more so the new
Moth Man will be a little bit stronger, faster and darker.

William:

Habitat
….. The first (and only) baskilisk’s was The Chamber of Secrets deep underneath
Hogwarts’ School of Witchcraft and Wizardry in Scotland. Because of their size
they have to move around under the school. The way they do this is by usingtheir
rock-hard heads to bash tunnels into the walls. In the summer months it gets way
too hot under Hogwarts so they have to travel underground to the fresh air of
northern Scotland.

Hina:

Diet
Forest fruit make up the Tanuki’s rudimentary diet. They eat everything from
invertebrates to vertebrates such as frogs, lizards, birds and rodents. As a treat,
they fish for food rich in protein. Prawns, crayfish, oysters and crabs are a rare
find for Tanuki and they dance traditionally before gobbling it down.

Katie:

Habitat
Dragons are very fussy at deciding where to live. There are recounts of sightings in
the Andies Mountains cooling down after a long day of breathing fire and hunting
down prey. However once a year they go and refill on fire in the volcanos. But it’s
not the whole family living in mountains and volcanos, baby dragons live in wood
fires heating up for a long life ahead.

Lola:

Habitat
Orcs live only in dense forests. They live in the branches of trees and big holes.
They use many leaves to make their bed; they use twigs for curtains. Where they
live is usually very adjacent to parks. A lot of kids visit so they have to hide from
humans, they have used evolution to turn green so it’s easier to hide. They are
arboreal creatures – they live in forests. They’re also very territorial with their
forests. Every now and then orcs like to go on a monthly holiday to a molten
country.

